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Presentation Notes
Resonating with what Stephen said, I’m delighted to be here tonight, after two very fruitful days of hearings in the context of the  National Inquiry Climate Change, which is being conducted by the Commission on Human Rights of the Philippines.This is not a presentation. My aim is to introduce you to some of the work that we do here at GRI around climate legislation and litigation, particularly our Climate Change Laws of the World database. For those of you who are already familiar with this tool, I hope you find it useful. For those who haven’t heard about it, I hope that after this talk you will find good reasons to start using it!  
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Main page: http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/legislation 

Climate Change Laws of the World 
Global, comprehensive, up to date, free, downloadable resource 

 

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/legislation


A searchable database with c. 1500 laws and policies globally 

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/ 
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Presentation Notes
Policy brief published this week by our colleague MN: analyses NDCs and compared them with around 1,500 climate change laws passed by national legislative branches and policies issued by national executive branches. * Most Parties – 157 in total – have communicated an economy-wide GHGe reduction target within their NDCs. Meanwhile, less than a third – just 57 countries and the EU – have quantified economy-wide targets within domestic laws or policies – leaving 139 countries with no targets of this nature at all. Further, only 17 countries have economy-wide targets in national laws or policies that are at least as ambitious as their NDC target. While this group does include a few large GHG emitters – Japan, Canada and Indonesia – the majority are not significant emitters. Another problem is that different types of targets are often found between the NDCs and national laws and policies – for example, an absolute emissions target versus percentage reduction target.

http://www.lse.ac.uk/GranthamInstitute/climate-change-laws-of-the-world/


Search laws by various criteria 



Download and save results 



Interactive country map  

Small(er) 
countries 



Detailed country profiles 



Law/policy summaries in English 



Litigation 
‘Cases brought before administrative, 
judicial and other investigatory bodies 
that raise issues of law or fact regarding 
the science of climate change and 
climate change mitigation and 
adaptation efforts’ 

 

- Over 270 cases in 25 jurisdictions 

- >900 US cases (Sabin Center) 
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Presentation Notes
Perhaps some of you already came across the climate legislation database that we (at the GRI) developed. The CCLW compiles climate legislation from across the world: we have over 1,500 laws and policies from 199 countries and territories (all UN, all UNFCCC. Taiwan, Kosovo, Palestine, Cook Islands and Niue are the non-obvious ones).In addition, last year we partnered with the Sabin Center at Columbia University to include data on litigation.Disputes span a wide range of substantive areas of law and judicial and quasi-judicial fora. Cases are identified with keywords, including climate change, global warming, global change, greenhouse gas, GHGs, and sea level rise. However, the presence of one or more keywords is not a necessary condition for inclusion. Cases that make only passing reference to the fact of climate change, its causes, or its effects do not necessarily are included. Cases that seek to accomplish climate change goals without reference to climate change issues are not included. For example, lawsuits seeking to limit air pollution from coal-fired power plants that do not directly raise issues of fact or law pertaining to climate change do not qualify as “climate change litigation”.Problems: scope, definitions, data collection



Aims and plaintiffs 

10 

Proportion of litigation cases in the database, by 
plaintiff type 

Court action is increasingly 
used to hold governments 
accountable and to increase 
ambition 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we see is not exactly what you would expect when I said that litigation has become a governance mechanism. If we look at the cases in the database, since 1994 there are cases that explicitly mention ’climate change’40% of the cases were brought by corporations, mostly against governments (79%) and aiming to overturn administrative decisions (e.g. licence for a coal-fired power plant or water extractions) on the basis of climate change, or challenge the allocation of allowances under the ETS.



Centrality 
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Presentation Notes
Another way to look at the database is separating cases that have climate change at the core or at the periphery of the argumentOver ¾ (77%) climate change is at the periphery of the argument. In these cases climate change is immaterial or incidental do the case.Strategic: use of litigation (usually with other legal and non-legal methods) to seek legal and social changeHowever, even in the non-central cases, the judiciary is increasingly exposed to CC arguments where, until recently, lawsuits would have been framed only in other environmental terms. 



“Flood the courts” with legal cases  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Jeffrey Sachs, economist, 
presenting ‘A proposal for 
climate justice’ (LSE, 
Oct/2017) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

James Hansen, former Nasa 
scientist, with his 
granddaughter at COP23 
(Bonn, Nov/2017) 

Professor Myles Allen, climate scientist 
Oxford University, speaking to the CHR 
(LSE, Nov/2018)  
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Strategic climate litigation is likely to continue increasing in number and significance. Over the past few years, citizens, NGOs and local governments around the world have increasingly used strategic litigation to address climate change. Strategic climate litigation: in addition to having climate change as a core factor, litigants asked the courts to fill a governance gap in jurisdictions that lack comprehensive national-level climate change policies, or were testing a legal point that would apply to cases other than their own, or were trying to create awareness, encourage public debate or spark policy change. Lawsuits are brought to drive governmental climate ambition get major oil and energy corporations to compensate individuals and communities for damages they suffered due to sea level rise, hurricanes and melting glaciers. These cases are tracking considerable attention from scholars, activists and policymakers.Indirect effects: cases provide “a motivation for action to reduce emissions or adapt to climate change by government, corporations, environmental groups, and/or individuals”. Includes raising public awareness of CC problem, generating shits in public opinion, values or norms, or increasing associated costs with particular projects or business practices (Peel and Osofsky, 2013, p.155).  Jeffrey Sachs’ ‘proposal for climate justice’: we should go to courts and sue major oil and energy corporations. This is an economist, director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University and UN special adviser, calling citizens, governments and NGOs to ‘flood the courts’ with legal cases. Jeffrey Sachs was indirectly involved in the lawsuit that NYC recently filed against 5 oil companies.Similarly, James Hansen said litigation is ‘the way forward’. Hansen has been directly involved in a lawsuit that is yet to be decided – Juliana v US, which has his granddaughters as one of the plaintiffs.Provided tutorial to Judge in San Francisco and Oakland v fossil fuel companies. Court accepted causation but argued that the actions of the companies were unavoidable. 



Trajectory 

1. From general to strategic 
 
2. Human Rights turn 
 
3. Science 

National Inquiry on Climate Change, Commission on 
Human Rights of the Philippines 
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Presentation Notes
The broader picture of this wave of climate litigation is yet to be theorized. Has climate litigation evolved to become a transnational movement of legal mobilization? How similar and how different is the strategic litigation to address climate change in relation to other strategic litigation movements? What are the governance implications of taking governments and corporations to courts? 



Student competition 

Undergraduate and graduate students from around the 
world  
 
What recommendations should the Philippine Human 
Rights Commission give as a result of the Carbon Majors 
inquiry?  
 
Up to 1,000 words, to cc.inquiry.competition@gmail.com, 
by Friday 1 March 2019 
 
Details: http://essc.org.ph/content/student-competition   
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